
REVOLUTIONIZE CRIME & CRASH INVESTIGATIONS & PRESENTATION

What is OSCR360?
Start organizing your case before your first 360 degree spherical image is taken. Create a project (this will be your case/CR num-
ber) with the OSCR360 capture kit to document your crime scene. Supporting crime scene evidence can be added to each project/
case. Case organization is maintained from capture to presentation. Built from your voice, countless hours have been spent 
collaborating with Law Enforcement and Prosecutors. Every feature in the OSCR software came from your feedback and was 
developed with your budget challenges in mind.

Pave the Path to Justice

www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360 800-830-9523 x 115
Questions? Call Julianne

Inspired by a juror’s experience, the OSCR360 solution becomes a container to organize, connect and preserve your digital evi-
dence forever. Gain depth, perspective, and a greater understanding of your case with the ability to provide a virtual crime scene 
walkthrough.

OSCR360 Software OSCR360 Capture KIt
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OSCR360 CAPTURE KIT - No Training Required

OSCR360 CAMERA, 
SENSOR TUBE & TRIPOD

OSCR360 TABLET

OSCR360 CARRYING CASE

Quick and Easy Capture 
Take 360 degree photos in just 3 easy steps with on-screen in-
structions. No post production or training required. 

Eliminate Scene Contamination 
Instantly review your 360 degree photos of the scene and show 
command staff on the OSCR tablet.

Reduce Your Time at the Scene 
Capture an entire scene in under 20 minutes. Reduce the length 
of road closures and shorten the time officers and the community 
are exposed to danger.

Purpose Built & Priced to fit your Budget 
OSCR360 is an economical solution developed with your budget 
challenges in mind. Built from from your voice, countless hours 
were spent collaborating with Law Enforcement and Prosecutors. 

Pack and Go! 
Pack up your OSCR360 capture kit, throw it in the back seat, you’re 
ready to go.

WHERE HAS THE OSCR360 BEEN USED? 
- Pictures taken with an earlier version of our system were admitted in as evidence 
     in a local Rochester case resulting in a 2nd Degree Murder Conviction in October 2016.

- OSCR360 has also been used on 23+ cases/pleas

USER FEEDBACK 
 
“OSCR360 is a gift to crash reconstruction. It typically takes an average of 
45 minutes to take still photos of a crash scene. With OSCR360, I was able to 
capture everything I needed in 30 seconds. This equipment easily allows us 
to document a collision in a clear and concise manner & shows a true and 
accurate depiction of the crash and the environment.”  
      
 - Charles Grasso III, Retired Sergeant, Expert Crash Reconstructionist

WHO IS USING OSCR360? 
- Yates County Sheriffs Office   - Greece Police Department  
- Monroe County Sheriffs Office  - Monroe County District Attorney  
- Brighton Police Department  - Seneca County 
- New York State Department of Environmental Conservation



Quickly set up and take 360 degree  
photos. Collect cardinal direction and GPS 
data with L-Tron’s sensor tube. 

Organize your case by creating a project 
in the OSCR tablet. This will be your case/ 
CR number. All related evidence is con-
tained in this project.

OSCR360 software acts as a container for  
your case information. Sync your 360s and 
add in digital evidence files.

Connect the dots. Use your 360 photos 
and digital evidence to organize and relate 
the visual evidence, suspects, victims, and 
more.

Today’s juries expect to see digital media. 
Deliver a virtual tour of your case and take 
the entire jury back to the scene as it was 
found. Justice served.

This Solution is Yours

“I thought [OSCR360] helped consol-
idate all the information we had to 
consider and make things clearer...”  
 

- Juror #9
Rideout Murder Trial  

Rochester, NY

“This is a no-brainer. I can  
[virtually] walk through a crime 
scene with someone. I can take that 
into the courtroom and walk a jury 
through the scene. This is just so 
quick. The innovative side of it is a 
breath of fresh air. This takes care 
of some of your photography, over-
alls of the scene, and videography. 
Initially we were going to use it just 
on major cases, but when we saw the 
ease and the flow of the work and 
how it could be utilized, it opened 
the door so there was no reason 
not to use it for most anything...”  
 

- Deputy Butler
Yates County Sheriffs Office

CAPTURE KIT2 CONTAIN3ORGANIZE1

ORGANIZE + CAPTURE + CONTAIN + CONNECT = TRUTH

CONNECT4 FIND TRUTH5 YOUR VOICE
YOUR FEEDBACK

All OSCR360 software features are and continue to be your ideas. This solution is easy to use, 
minimal training required.  All software features are and continue to be your ideas.

Call Juli 800-830-9523 x115
Visit www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360

www.L-Tron.com/OSCR360
800-830-9523 x 115

Julianne.Pangal@L-Tron.com

OSCR360 is being used on 23+ active cases/pleas, has been admitted in court as  
evidence, used during closing arguments, and grand jury indictments.

Interested in speaking to a user? Hank Kula is a retired Sergeant with 26 years in Law En-
forcement, a New York State certified crime scene technician, crash re-constructionist and 
training instructor.  To set up a time, call Juli:

OSCR DESKTOP SOFTWARE

OSCR360 Use Cases
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CAPTURE + CONTAIN + ORGANIZE + CONNECT = TRUTH
MORE THAN A CAMERA...
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About Us
L-Tron Corporation specializes in purpose-built equipment for Law Enforcement. Our equipment is built from your voice and 
is being used in over 2,000 municipalities across 48 states nationwide in Law Enforcement. View all of our solutions at  
www.L-Tron.com/Law.

Our dedicated team of Law Enforcement technology experts have extensive experience and works with you to solve your 
challenges. 

Our portfolio partnerships bring you world class solutions tailored to meet your needs. Partnerships include: Brother, Getac, 
Havis, Honeywell, LEM, Night Angel, Patrol Data, Zebra Technologies and more.

A Team Proud to Back the Blue

L-Tron Corporation | 7911 Lehigh Crossing | Suite 6 | Victor, NY | 14564

Happy Hour Events to Support the Rochester 
Police Department’s Books and Bears Program.

2nd Annual ‘Cookies for a Cop’ Donation 
to several local Police Departments.

Cuddle Bear Drive Raises $3400 for the 
Rochester Police Department and the 
Rochester Mayor’s Books and Bears  
Program.

Thanks for your service!
-The L-Tron Team
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